FUMC ESL 2-11-2019 High Intermediate Lesson
PRONUNCIATION:
Words with CC can have two sounds. They can be pronounced as K or as KS. Practice these
words and tell if they are pronounced as K or KS.
accurate

occur

access

accuse

occupy

accident

accelerate

accomplish

accent

occasion

accept

account

Which word in the chart above means:
_______________ correct in every detail
_______________ to say someone has done something wrong
_______________ to be given permission to enter
_______________ to take something that someone offers you
_______________ a way of pronouncing words that you do because of where you were born
_______________ to succeed in doing something
_______________ to speed up or go faster
_______________ to live, work or stay in a place
_______________ a description of what happened
_______________ to happen

IRREVERSIBLE BINOMIALS: Several times this fall, we worked on irreversible binomials.
That's a fancy word that means two words, joined by AND that can only appear in one order. For
example, we can say "rock and roll" to refer to a kind of music. But if someone said, "roll and
rock", no one would understand what they were talking about. Read through this list of
binomials and answer the discussion questions.
arm and a leg: That bracelet costs an arm and a leg.
Name something you own that cost an arm and a leg.
alive and kicking: I may be 95 years old, but at least I’m alive and kicking.
How many years do you want to live? What is the relationship between the quality of your life
and the number of years you live? What would you tell your family about when to "pull the
plug"?
all or nothing: Sally wouldn’t accept partial payment. She said it was all or nothing.
This idiom implies a position with no compromise. Name something you absolutely refuse jto
compromise on.
all work and no play: (This comes from a saying "All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy."
It basically means you can’t work all the time. Everyone needs time for play.) Are you going
home now? It’s only 4 o’clock. All work and no play.

We all like to make money. But we enjoy free time as well. How do you find a balance between
the two?
apples and oranges: (comparing two things that are not the same) You can’t really compare
her first book to this one. It’s like comparing apples and oranges.
armed and dangerous: (is used to refer to a criminal who has not yet been captured and is
armed and expected to resist arrest). The police have a warrant out for the arrest of John Smith
for murder. He should be considered armed and dangerous.
Do you think people are more violent now than in the past?
bait and switch: (This means a deceptive marketing practice where one item is advertised, but
when the customer arrives the salesman says they are out of that item, but they have this other
one which is more expensive. So they “bait” you with an offer that they don’t really have, then
“switch” to another item.) I went to the store to buy the refrigerator advertised in the paper, but
they said they were out of that model. The only refrigerators they had in stock were several
hundred dollars more. I was really disappointed and a little angry.
Have you ever been the victim of a bait and switch?
bed and breakfast: (Usually refers to someone’s house where you rent a room and are
provided breakfast as part of the rate. Occasionally small boutique inns use this term.) All the
hotels were full, but we found a great little bed and breakfast in the center of town.
Have you ever stayed in a bed and breakfast?
birds and the bees: (refers to human reproduction) My son is almost 9 years old. I guess I
need to talk to him about the birds and the bees.
Who told you about the birds and the bees? At what age do parents usually talk to their kids
about the birds and the bees? Is “sex education” taught in schools in your country?
biscuits and gravy: We had a country breakfast consisting of bacon and eggs, biscuits and
gravy and plenty of piping hot coffee.
Have you ever eaten a big southern style breakfast that included biscuits and gravy? What was
your favorite part of this breakfast? Describe your favorite breakfast. Is that what you eat every
day? What is served for breakfast in your country?
black and blue: Gina wasn’t hurt in the car wreck, but she had lots of cuts and bruises. She
was black and blue all over.
Have you ever been in an accident where you were hurt?
blood, sweat and tears: After years of blood, sweat and tears, Jane finally got her nursing
degree.
What was the hardest thing you've ever done? Name something you have that is the result of
blood, sweat and tears.
born and raised: (refers to being born and living all of your childhood in one place) I was born
and raised in Texas.
Did you move frequently as a child, or were you born and raised in one place?

